
Name: __________________________________   Date: _____________________ 

Mrs. Cunningham’s Gifted First Grade 

Spelling Homework Options     
30 points = A         20 points = B         10 points = C 

 
Turn in your chosen assignment with this paper.  Check what you’ve completed: 
 
1.   Write the words in ABC order then circle all of the vowels.       10 pts ______ 
2.   Use all your words in sentences.  You can use more than one word in a sentence.   

Make it a challenge! See how many words you can fit in a sentence.  If you 
have used all your words you are done, even if there are only a few sentences.    20 pts ______ 

3.   Write the words 3 times each.          20 pts ______ 
4.   Make a set of flash cards for studying your words.  Peek at the word, turn  
 the card over and spell the word orally from memory.       20 pts ______ 
5.   Have a spelling Bee (mom, dad, or sibling over 12 yrs.)  
 Include the names of the persons who completed the spelling bee.     10 pts ______ 
6.    Write the definitions for 4 words.          10 pts ______ 
7.    Type your words on a computer.  Type each word 3 times.       20 pts ______ 
8.    Write a TV commercial or ad using the words from your spelling list.      30 pts ______ 
9.    Write a synonym for each word (fast = speedy)        20 pts ______ 
10.  Write the words once NEATLY in pen.         10 pts ______ 
11.  Search the newspaper page from top to bottom, circling each letter of a word as  
  you find it… can you find the entire word? Turn in this newspaper page.     20 pts ______ 
12.  Add prefixes or suffixes to 5 of your words (e.g. frost – defrost)      20 pts ______ 
13.  Scramble the words and give them to someone to solve.  Grade  
 their paper.  Turn it in.           10 pts ______ 
14.  Cut letters out of a magazine or newspaper and glue them to spell your words.    20 pts ______ 
15.  Write your words in rainbow colors. (different color for each letter.)      10 pts ______ 
16.  Look up your words in a dictionary and write down JUST the page 
 number you found them on.          20 pts ______ 
17.  Draw a picture and hide your words in the picture.        10 pts ______ 
18.  Write question sentences for each of your words.        30 pts ______ 
19.  Write a poem using all of your words.         30 pts ______ 
20.  Write a story using all of your words.  Story must have beginning, 
 middle and end. Please underline all of the words.       40 pts! ______ 
21.  Give your mom or dad a spelling test.  Grade the test.  Turn it in.      10 pts  ______ 
22.  Make up a code (example: a=#, b=*, t=^ so…bat=#*^) then show the code you 

 have created, write your works normally and then write the code way next to it.    30 pts  ______ 
23.   Choose the type of surface to write your weekly spelling words on. The words only  
 need to be written one time. Be creative with your surface, but remember they must be able to 

 come into the classroom to be shared and be on a safe surface. Examples: A paper towel, napkin,   20 pts________ 
 a McDonalds’ wrapper, a tree rubbing.  

Homework Grade for this week:   Total points = ________    GRADE:   ____________ 
 
 

Did you do more than 30 points?  Congratulations!! You get extra credit and an A+.  


